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for each and every individual and business it works with, instead of taking a
one-fits-all approach. “It is a very complex thing to do – there are many working hours you don’t get paid for when
you aim to create an individual approach
to each client. We make cases on the
company’s own projects, which could be
a success project, but it’s almost easier
to create awareness through the projects that give them a pain in the stomach,” she says.
During first encounters with new clients, Dvergsdal listens to the examples
they provide to figure out whether they
can make a case out of it. “We create
real leadership situations and expose
the leaders to these situations while video-taping the sessions. Then they have
the opportunity to make their own observations and discoveries as they watch the
video-taped material. In order to support
people in expanding their competence,
we are looking for unused, or potential,
resources that can be made accessible.
For each person to become the best
leader they can be is the goal.”
Dvergsdal recently worked with a client
who had decided he wanted to quit being a leader. “After working together for
a while, he said to me ‘you managed to
start with me and my actual situation –
otherwise it wouldn’t have worked’. We
need to meet the clients where they are,
for example by sitting in on their meet-
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‘Character building creates strong leaders’
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order to be sensitive to the diverse needs
of our clients.”
While building a basis for her practical
approach, Dvergsdal has sought inspiration from many prominent scientists and
authors, among them Jim Collins. She
has also had conversations with Charles
Handy and has worked together with
Jim Collins on a leadership development
programme.

“Being reborn as a leader as I passed through
the EYL program, I discovered the components connecting affinity to team performance. Spending more time on dialogue
and reflecting with close colleagues, applying an open mind while facing the brutal
facts of our current situation, sprinkling our
hard discussions with personal warmth, we
opened up to each other, spoke our truth,
co-creating new insight giving clarity of
our deeper values and anchoring common
solutions that we all rallied around and
stood by, even several years afterwards.”
Eva Kristensen, General Electric
“I love the book—it really speaks the truth
about leadership rather than management
gobbledygook!

A great strength of Expanding Your Leadership is that it provides a deep insight into
the impact that the character of a leader
can have on a team. It recognizes that every
leader is different, each with their own set
of values and leadership qualities. Leaders
therefore need to develop their own personal approach based upon building a deep
understanding of the impact of their actions
and behaviors on a team.”
David Ley, Jacobs

Great leadership is possible whether you are introvert or extrovert, sensitive, or analytic. The challenge is to refine your own talents.

In 2010, Jim Collins, a prominent researcher and author on the subject of leadership,
was speaking to a group of 24 leaders in one of our programs. At the end of his talk
he was asked if he agreed that leadership would change completely due to the new
ways of communicating in postmodern society. He answered: “Great leaders have
been leading in the same way for a thousand years, and they will continue to do so.”
This book will not provide another definition of what great leadership is. It is about
how to get there.
“Good leaders identify and trust their own values and develop from the inside.
A leadership style based on something that is not you will fail when things get
rough. This book is about the complex, demanding and enriching journey towards
good leadership.”
Simen Lieungh, Odfjell Drilling

Meeting customers where they are

”Dagrun has enabled me to see how I influence others—for good and for bad.
Together we have seen the kind of power that emerges in teams and in people who
get the opportunity to discover and play on their strength.”
Svenn Ivar Fure, Aker Solutions

The consulting business works across
many different sectors, yet manages to
create specifically tailor-made solutions

Expanding Your Leadership wybrana.indd Wszystkie strony

www.abstrakt.no

If you want to stimulate individuals to become the best leaders they can be, you cannot choose a standard generic, instrumental approach. This book is about one leader-development program; about how it was built and about how it was executed. The
story is told from many angles. Each perspective describes the necessary ingredients
that together created a great “meal.” At certain points, theory is presented to show
the background for choices that were made. The main content, however, is the story
of a leader-development program that made a difference, or, as one of the participants said: “I didn’t know that my job as a leader could be of such value for people
and have so much meaning for me. Now I am looking for those places to work where
I am asked to use my character to make a difference.”

ISBN 978-82-7935-345-4

EXPANDING YOUR LEADERSHIP

Backed by a diverse team made up of clinical psychologists, theologists and doctoral graduates, CEO Dagrun Dvergsdal
believes that what makes her company
unique is the varied competencies and
skillsets amongst her consultants. “Our
team knows a great deal about leadership and organisations, and they know
about teaching and experience-based
pedagogics,” Dvergsdal explains. “We
also need to have clinical competency in

To move towards great leadership, learning processes that stimulate character building are needed. You need to stimulate willingness to wrestle
with unsettled issues, to ask questions, and to seek knowledge. Character
building is a lifelong journey of visiting and revisiting one’s personal values, and being willing to act, reflect, and train to grow the skills that are
needed to influence others in accordance with the vision.

After many years with organisation development work in Aker Solutions Oil &
Gas, Dvergsdal did a short stint working for London-based Creative Learning
Consultants. Realising she was bringing
in a majority of the clients, Dvergsdal
decided to set up on her own in Oslo,
Norway. “I realised I had a methodology
and clients that I could continue to develop on, and it was the very subject and
being true to my ideas that became my
starting point,” she says.

“Having watched our managers grow
through the EYL program it was fascinating to get detailed insight into the history and theory to understand better why
it works. An important book for leaders
who believe in leading with both heart
and brain and want to make a difference
to their people.”
Grethe Bergly, Multiconsult

Dagrun Dvergsdal

Dvergsdal Consulting AS takes an unusual approach to leadership development. Its
highly skilled and educated team helps leaders and organisations to build strength
of character, which they believe is the cornerstone to great leadership.

Dagrun Dvergsdal

EXPANDING
YOUR LEADERSHIP
– a Journey Towards Building Character
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ings and listening and observing before
we begin,” she explains. This client did
not quit – he became a very successful
leader of extremely complex projects.

Developing awareness and
expanding capability
Dvergsdal believes that leaders should
build and develop their strength of character rather than be provided with tools
that brighten the CV and provide quick
fixes. “We think that quality is the most
important thing, and we contribute to
providing quality leaders that help the
individual, the company and society,”
she says.
“We want leaders to mature and get a
value-base to stand on; they shouldn’t be
closed to new opportunities – they should
be humble enough to continue to learn,”
she continues. “If we focus on measuring
tools, then we get a ‘diagnosis’, and we
believe that makes people stuck where
they are, rather than providing them with
an appetite for learning and developing.
In the classic expert role, I would find out
what’s wrong and provide a solution, but
I’m much more of an enabler – I meet
people where they are.”

Building trust to save time and money
Dvergsdal’s book Expanding your leadership – a journey towards building character addresses these issues. For three
years, she worked with the management
team at Kværner’s Edvard Grieg project,
Expanding your leadership versus
traditional leader development
Essential concepts:
1- Expansion of competence versus
repairing weaknesses

Dagrun DvergsDal has been involved
in leader and team development for
more than 20 years. She is the owner of
Dvergsdal Consulting AS (see dvergsdalconsulting.no), a company dedicated to tailor-made programs that fit the
particular needs of the client. She has
developed new concepts in the field of
leader development, and has extensive
experience in running programs at national and international level.

2- Fundamental discoveries versus
correction of actions
3- Discover by learning impulses
versus teaching someone to..

Ms. Dvergsdal holds a Master of Management degree. She was originally
trained as a social worker and therapist, and has also studied confluent
pedagogics and gestalt counseling
extensively. After working as a therapist and college teacher for some years
she made a career in the oil business,
advancing to lead the organisation department of the oil and gas section of
Aker ASA.

4- Character-building versus
instrumental approach
5- Learning from within versus
general input from the outside

Ms. Dvergsdal lives in Oslo, and is the
mother of two adult daughters.
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which won the highly acclaimed Project
of the Year 2016 title by Petroleum Economist.
Her approach to working with the team
was to try to quickly establish an atmosphere of openness and trust, while
attending directly to their present situation and ongoing challenges. In order to
achieve this, she chose working methods
characterised by an open and direct dialogue, for example by addressing the
‘what’ and ‘how’ of each person’s prioritised leader tasks and offering feedback.
In doing it this way, she deliberately
chose not to use a test or laboratory-like
approach lacking in connection to the
everyday life of the team. While reflecting on the team-building process in retrospect, team members underlined the
crucial importance of really listening to
and learning to trust each other.
This increased the essential quality of
being able to make good decisions continuously and in time, thus enhancing the
overall efficiency of the project. “Considering that time is money, there can
be no doubt that trust was important for
the business,” says Dvergsdal. “In this
sense, profit and so-called soft values go
very well together.”
For more information, please visit:
www.dvergsdalconsulting.no

‘To work with Dvergsdal Consulting
is so much more than a journey in
one’s own consciousness and the
development of leadership skills.
Where others practise individual
skills, Dvergsdal manages to take
leadership development to include
the whole team as a producing
group, and where the experience
becomes that we are one. We
become magical when the leaders
give their genuine dedication to
their individual tasks as well as
each other’s. Then it becomes a
team performance and, for me, that
makes the whole difference in how I
want to act as a leader.’
– Eva Kristensen, managing director
of Ulstein Design & Solutions AS
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